
 

 

 

Get Ready For 2015 with a Relocation Policy That Aligns with 
Recruiting & Retention Goals 

 

Fall is an excellent time to review how well your relocation policy has assisted with your Company’s 
recruiting efforts. By asking just a few questions in three analysis categories you can determine if or 
where revision is necessary. 

 

#1. Competing In The Talent Pool 

What recruiting challenges presented this year? Did any (or many) A-list candidates turn down positions? 
If so, why? Did any cite the relocation benefit as the reason for rejecting the position? Are you competing 
for talent where top candidates dictate the terms of employment? Are your facilities in Tier B or Tier C 
towns 

#2. Mobility Projections 

Will your Company expand or downsize next year? Will your Company close or relocate facilities? What 
role will mobility play in fulfilling your business needs? Will ideal job matches require current employees, 
new hires or recent graduates? Most important, how does your mobility strategy meet your Company 
objectives? 

#3. Cost Projections and Imperatives 

Has your Company’s appetite/ability to fund relocation and recruiting changed? Have you benchmarked 
your policy’s costs against those of similar companies? Do you have the tools to prepare reliable budgets 
for your relocation activities in the coming year? 

  

Asking questions will reveal whether or not your current relocation benefit structure is properly aligning 
talent acquisition strategy to your Company’s bottom line. Getting answers involves a solid review of your 
relocation policy, analyzing budget versus actual costs and asking the Company stakeholders if they 
believe that recruitment and talent acquisition work has been successful. 

Do you have the right partnership in place to assist you in attaining your goals? For more information on 
how The Relocation Department, Inc. can assist you in a year-end review, please contact: Nick Casiello,     
ncasiello@relocationdept.com.   630.942.6891  
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